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Direct measurements of photoexcited carrier dynamics in nickel are made using few-femtosecond extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) transient absorption spectroscopy at the nickel M2,3 edge. It is observed that the core-level
absorption line shape of photoexcited nickel can be described by a Gaussian broadening (σ ) and a red shift (ωs )
of the ground-state absorption spectrum. Theory predicts and the experimental results verify that after initial
rapid carrier thermalization, the electron temperature increase (T ) is linearly proportional to the Gaussian
broadening factor σ , providing quantitative real-time tracking of the relaxation of the electron temperature.
Measurements reveal an electron cooling time for 50 nm thick polycrystalline nickel films of 640 ± 80 fs. With
hot thermalized carriers, the spectral red shift exhibits a power-law relationship with the change in electron
temperature of ωs ∝ T 1.5 . Rapid electron thermalization via carrier-carrier scattering accompanies and follows
the nominal 4-fs photoexcitation pulse until the carriers reach a quasithermal equilibrium. Entwined with a <6
fs instrument response function, carrier thermalization times ranging from 34 fs to 13 fs are estimated from
experimental data acquired at different pump fluences and it is observed that the electron thermalization time
decreases with increasing pump fluence. The study provides an initial example of measuring electron temperature
and thermalization in metals in real time with XUV light, and it lays a foundation for further investigation of
photoinduced phase transitions and carrier transport in metals with core-level absorption spectroscopy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.064305

I. INTRODUCTION

Probing and harnessing the relaxation of hot carriers in
metals and semiconductors are vital to the development and
design of photovoltaics and photocatalysts [1–7], and to
the understanding of mechanisms in various photoinduced
phase transitions [8–11]. After photoexcitation, carriers driven
out of equilibrium quickly form a thermalized hot carrier
distribution within a few to tens of femtoseconds through
carrier-carrier scattering, before further cooling takes place
through carrier-phonon interactions at timescales ranging
from hundreds of femtoseconds to picoseconds [12]. Although the carrier cooling process typically involves complex
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interactions between the electronic, phonon, and spin degrees
of freedom, the dynamics can be successfully described phenomenologically by a “multitemperature model” in a wide
variety of systems [1,3,5,11–15]. In such a model, the electronic, vibrational, and spin degrees of freedom are regarded
as individual heat reservoirs and the energy transfer between
the reservoirs is governed by a set of “interaction coefficients.”
Each reservoir is presumed to be in quasithermal equilibrium with a particular “temperature,” based on the assumption
that the heat equilibration within each reservoir, e.g., due
to electron-electron scattering within electronic reservoir and
anharmonic interactions for phonon baths, is much faster than
the inter-reservoir energy transfer [15]. The usefulness of
multitemperature models is widely evidenced in studies of energy transfer in heterostructures [16], hot electron cooling in
two-dimensional materials and superconductors [17,18], and
photoinduced spin dynamics and phase transitions [8,11,19–
28].
Despite the success of the multitemperature model in
elucidating a wide variety of photophysical phenomena, its
applications are often limited to systems with an already
thermalized carrier distribution. On the other hand, nonequilibrium hot carriers are known to facilitate charge separation
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dynamics in organic heterojunctions [4] and play an important
role in plasmon-induced photocatalysis [6,7]. Studies of ultrafast demagnetization and all-optical magnetic state switching
also demonstrate that the resulting spin dynamics can be coherently driven by nonthermal photoexcited carriers [10,29–
35]. The importance of measuring the electron thermalization
process is further outlined in a recent optical pump-probe
study on copper, which shows that the electron thermalization timescale is strongly dependent on the excitation fluence
and at the low fluence limit, the thermalization timescale can
become comparable to the electron-phonon scattering time
[36]. To measure the photoexcited carrier distributions, timeresolved photoemission methods for valence electrons probe
energy- and momentum-resolved carrier distributions in real
time. However, the photoemission methods are restricted to
timescales greater than tens of femtoseconds due to the relation between the energy bandwidth and the duration of the
pulses that eject the photoelectrons, and thus have limited
capacity in directly capturing carrier dynamics below 20 fs
while maintaining <0.2 eV energy resolution, which is typically required to resolve carrier distributions in condensed
matter. In addition, as alloy and multilayer structures are intrinsic to the construction of photovoltaics and many magnetic
materials exhibiting photoinduced changes in magnetization
[30–32,35,37,38], insight into the properties and performance
of these materials can be obtained through understanding the
carrier dynamics in each layer or subdomain in the system.
Therefore, it is important to develop a unified experimental
approach that provides element specificity and thus domain
or layer selectivity, can interrogate the sub-10-fs dynamics
of nonequilibrium carrier distributions, and is also capable of
presenting key parameters such as carrier temperature after
thermalization to facilitate the understanding of the interactions between the different degrees of freedom in photoexcited
materials.
Core-level transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy in the
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) has recently been developed and
utilized to investigate carrier dynamics in semiconductors
[39–49]. Exploiting the element specificity of this method,
Cushing et al. investigated layer-specific carrier dynamics in
a Si-TiO2 -Ni trilayer structure [49]. In studies on germanium
[40], lead iodide [43], and lead halide perovskites [44], the
energy distribution of the carriers and their relaxation can be
directly extracted from XUV TA spectra. In addition, Volkov
et al. utilized XUV TA spectroscopy to explore effects due
to the change of electronic screening during photoexcitation
of titanium [50]. However, despite numerous studies on electron dynamics in solids using core-level TA spectroscopy, the
methodology to extract the energy distribution of photoexcited carriers or carrier temperature in metals from core-level
TA spectra is still lacking. For many semiconductors with
well-screened core holes, features of the core-level absorption
spectra can be mapped onto the conduction band (CB) density
of states (DOS) [40,43,44,46,51,52], and carrier dynamics
can therefore be directly extracted from core-level TA measurements. In metals, by contrast, many-body interactions of
electrons at the Fermi surface with the core hole potential
strongly renormalize the spectral line shape of core-to-CB
transitions [53], resulting in strong resonances at the absorption edge termed “edge singularities” [54–58]. As many-body

interactions drastically reshape the core-level absorption spectra beyond the CB DOS, it is thus highly challenging in
metals to unravel the carrier distributions and extract important parameters such as carrier temperatures using core-level
absorption spectroscopy.
Here we employ nickel as a prototypical system and study
the core-level TA spectra at the nickel M2,3 edge around 67 eV
to develop a framework to understand the core-level TA spectra of metals, extract the electron temperatures, investigate the
carrier cooling dynamics, and explore electron thermalization.
Nickel is a ferromagnetic material exhibiting sub-picosecond
demagnetization when irradiated with a femtosecond laser
pulse and has been extensively studied [8,19,21,30,35,38,59–
65]. Time-resolved photoemission measurements indicate that
the photoexcited electrons in nickel thermalize on a sub-30-fs
timescale [65] and electron-phonon relaxation times ranging
from 200 fs to 1 ps have been derived from optical transient
reflectivity and time-resolved second harmonic generation
measurements [19,59–63]. On the other hand, ultrafast electron diffraction experiments show that a nonthermal phonon
distribution persists over several picoseconds after optical
excitation [66]. The many studies on photoexcited carrier
dynamics in nickel thus provide suitable benchmarks for the
methodology development here to reveal electron dynamics in
metals using XUV core-level spectroscopy.
In this work, it is observed that the core-level absorption
of laser-heated nickel can be described by a red-shifted and
Gaussian broadened static absorption spectrum. In Sec. II A,
the results of a set of power dependence measurements are
shown and the resulting Gaussian broadening exhibits a linear
dependence with respect to the electron temperature rise. In
addition, the fitted spectral shift exhibits a power-law relationship with the electron temperature change. A theory for the
linear relation between the Gaussian broadening and electron
temperature change is derived in Sec. II B to complement the
analyses, and Sec. III presents a conjecture based on analogy
to the works on many-body interactions in the core-excited
state after optical excitation [50] to explain the nonlinear relationship between the spectral shift and electron temperature.
Section II C displays the extraction of electron temperature
from core-level TA spectra of photoexcited nickel according
to the linear relationship between the spectral broadening
and electron temperature rise, enabling real-time tracking of
the carrier cooling process, and an electron cooling time of
640 ± 80 fs is obtained. The measurement results indicate
that the contribution to spectral changes from phonon heating is negligible and the cause of the spectral red shift in
all measurements within this work is purely electronic. In
Sec. II D, fluence dependence measurements reveal a decrease
of XUV TA signal rise time from 35 fs to 15 fs as the final
electron temperature, viz. the maximum electron temperature
after thermalization, increases from 2100 K to 3100 K. The
measured fluence-dependent electron thermalization times are
in good agreement with theoretical predictions [67]. By comparing the <6 fs long instrument response function with the
<40 fs growth dynamics of the spectral features that become
the core-level absorption profile of thermalized carrier distributions in the fluence dependence measurements, a range
of electron thermalization times between 34 fs and 13 fs is
obtained.
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II. RESULTS

The core-level TA experiment on nickel was carried out
with a table-top XUV source based on high-harmonic generation. The experiment is depicted in Fig. 1 and details of
the experimental setup are described in Appendix A. Briefly,
50 nm thick polycrystalline nickel thin films deposited on
30 nm thick silicon nitride windows (Appendix B) were excited at normal incidence by a 4.3 ± 0.2 fs long (Gaussian
FWHM), broadband optical pulse with a spectrum extending from 500 nm to 1000 nm and linear polarization. After
optical excitation, the sample was probed by a time-delayed
broadband linearly polarized XUV pulse, which is produced
by high-harmonic generation in argon with a 3.6 ± 0.1 fs long
laser pulse centered at 730 nm. The polarization of the XUV
pulse is parallel to the optical pump and the XUV spectrum
spans 40–73 eV [Fig. 1(b)]. The XUV spectrum covers the
nickel M2,3 edges located at 66.2 and 68.0 eV, consisting of
excitations from nickel 3p levels to the conduction band [68].
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup of the XUV TA experiment.
(b) shows the spectra of incident and transmitted XUV pulses
through the 50 nm thick Ni sample.

The static absorption spectrum of nickel M2,3 edges, shown
in Fig. 2(a), exhibits a steep rising edge at approximately
66 eV due to absorption from the Ni 3p3/2 core level (M3 )
and another small absorption feature at approximately 68.5 eV
from the Ni 3p1/2 level excitation (M2 ). Above 69 eV, the
absorbance slowly decreases with increasing energy.
Dynamics following photoexcitation of nickel were probed
by the change of core-level absorbance A at variable time
delays between the pump and probe pulses. A set of typical
XUV TA spectra between −50 fs and 1.9 ps time delay is
displayed in Fig. 2(b) alongside the static absorption spectrum
in Fig. 2(a). Two positive features (increased absorption) are
observed at 65.7 eV and 67.4 eV, below the nickel M3 and
M2 edges, respectively. The two features decay within 1 ps, a
duration conforming to the electron cooling time in nickel due
to electron-phonon interactions [63]. To probe the electron
thermalization dynamics, the XUV TA results ranging from
−20 fs to +35 fs time delay with 0.33 fs time steps are plotted
in Fig. 2(c). The XUV TA spectra show no significant changes
between 15 fs and 35 fs time delay and no energetically
shifting spectral features are observed. In the following, we
analyze the results by first considering the interpretation of the
core-level TA spectra and extraction of electron temperature.
Details of the electron cooling and thermalization dynamics
are discussed in Secs. II C and II D, respectively.
To understand the core-level absorption spectra of optically
excited nickel, we focus on the XUV TA profile right after
photoexcitation. A core-level TA spectrum at 40 fs pumpprobe delay is plotted in Fig. 3(a). Here, apart from the
increase in absorption (positive A) below the nickel M3
and M2 edges (<67.4 eV), a shallow negative feature occurs
above the nickel M2 edge (68 eV). Unlike the core-level TA
spectra at the nickel L2,3 edge, where the magnitude of absorption changes below and above the edge is highly symmetric
[21,22], in the M edge TA spectrum the positive features are
much stronger than the negative feature and the integrated
area of the TA profile [ A(ω)dω] is clearly nonzero. The
asymmetry of the TA profile indicates that it cannot be directly
interpreted by electronic occupation below and above the
Fermi level in contrast to the TA spectra at the nickel L edge
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FIG. 2. (a) Static absorption spectrum of nickel M2,3 edge and (b), the measured XUV TA spectra of nickel between −50 fs and 1.9 ps
time delay. (c) displays the experimental XUV TA spectra between −20 fs and 35 fs time delay. The experimental pump fluence of the results
in (b) and (c) are 41 and 33 mJ/cm2 , respectively.
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The fitting of the experimental TA spectrum [Fig. 3(a), blue
line] with Eq. (1) [Fig. 3(a), red line] exhibits good agreement
between the fitted and the experimental result.
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after photoexcitation, and as the electron-phonon scattering
time in nickel is on the order of a few hundred femtoseconds,
energy loss to the phonon bath can be ignored. Almbladh and Minnhagen [73], Ohtaka and Tanabe [74–76], and
Ortner and coworkers [77–79] have independently shown that
the increase of electron temperature in metals can impose a
broadening to the core-level absorption edge. In addition, the
change of electronic screening in the CB due to photoexcitation can cause an energy shift of the core-to-CB transitions
[21,50,80]. Thus motivated, we consider a model where the
core-level absorption of photoexcited nickel [I (ω)] is simulated by a Gaussian broadening σ of the static absorption
spectrum [I0 (ω)] with an overall energy shift ωs :

I (ω, ωs , σ ) = dω I0 (ω − ωs − ω ) f (ω , σ ),

A. Power dependence measurements
5

FIG. 3. (a) A typical XUV TA spectrum of nickel at 40 fs time
delay (blue line). A denotes the change of XUV absorbance and
the blue shade in (a) shows the uncertainty of the TA spectrum.
The red line is the fitting result of Eq. (1) on the experimental data.
The Gaussian broadening and shift obtained from the fitting are
0.25 ± 0.02 eV and −0.16 ± 0.01 eV, respectively. (b) Absorbance
change A (circles) after optical excitation at 40 fs time delay with
five different laser fluences. The static absorption spectrum of nickel
M2,3 edge is displayed in gray as a reference. Results of the fitting of
measured data with Eq. (1) are shown in black lines and the obtained
σ and ωs as a function of the simulated electron temperature rise
Test are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The results of linear
fitting of σ vs Test is displayed as a black line in (c) and the inset in
(d) exhibits the fitting of |ωs | vs Test with a power function (black
line) in a log-log plot. The uncertainties in the fitting are shown as
gray areas in (c) and (d), respectively.

[69]. While the cause of the asymmetric TA profile is beyond
the scope of this work, it may stem from the asymmetric
Fano broadening of the nickel M2,3 edge due to Coster-Kronig
decay of the core hole [68,70,71], the many-body interactions
between the electrons at the Fermi surface and the core hole
[50], and the splitting of core levels with different angular and
magnetic quantum numbers [72].
As Tengdin et al. showed that the electron thermalization
time in nickel is <30 fs,1 a hot, thermalized electron distribution is expected to be established in the CB by 40 fs

1
Tengdin et al. detected thermalized hot electron distribution with
time-resolved angle-resolved photoemission 24 fs after photoexcitation by pulses centered at 780 nm with fluence of <6 mJ/cm2
[65]. The reported pulse duration in Ref. [65] is 28 fs. As the rate
of electron scattering increases with carrier temperature, the carrier

To quantify the effects of electron temperature on the corelevel absorption spectra and extract the physical properties
related to the broadening and shift, we performed power
dependence measurements at five different laser fluences (8–
62 mJ/cm2 ). The core-level TA spectra at 40 fs time delay
and their fitting with Eq. (1) are displayed in Fig. 3(b). The
magnitude of all TA features increases with increasing fluence
and the fitting results show that Eq. (1) can accurately describe
the measured spectral changes [Fig. 3(b), black lines]. The
spectral broadening and shift obtained from the fitting with
the corresponding electron temperature change, calculated
from the pump fluence and electron heat capacity of nickel
(Appendix C), are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively.
Here it is observed that the spectral broadening σ and the
corresponding calculated electron temperature change Test
can be fitted by a formula σ = aTest [Fig. 3(c), black line],
with a = (5.7 ± 0.8) × 10−5 eV/K. The negative spectral
shift ωs indicates the absorption edge redshifts with increasing
electron temperature [Fig. 3(d)] and it exhibits a power-law
α
relationship with electron temperature change (ωs ∝ Test
),
with exponent α = 1.5 ± 0.2 [Fig. 3(d), inset]. We defer discussion on the cause of the spectral shift to Sec. III A and
first consider a theoretical explanation of the observed relation between the electron temperature change and Gaussian
broadening.
B. Relation between Gaussian broadening and
electron temperature changes

The many-body theory of core-level absorption in metals at nonzero temperatures, pioneered by Almbladh and
Minnhagen [73], Ohtaka and Tanabe [74–76], and Ortner and

thermalization time is expected to be <30 fs long at fluences used in
this study (8–62 mJ/cm2 ).
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coworkers [77–79], shows that the core-level absorption spectra I  (ω) can be approximated by a simple formula (in atomic
units):
 ∞
1

I (ω) ∝ Re
ei(ω−ω0 )t I  (t )dt,
2
−∞
1−ζ

πT

.
(2)
I (t ) =
i sinh(π T t )
Here, ω0 represents the difference between the Fermi energy
and the excited core level, T is the electron temperature, and
ζ < 1 is a coefficient related to the phase shift of the scattered
electrons from the core hole potential. Although the expression only includes the effect of electron temperature, assumes
a slowly varying density of states near the Fermi level, and
ignores several factors that can lead to spectral distortion
and broadening such as Auger decay of core holes, phonon
heating [81,82], and sample crystallinity and inhomogeneity,
it provides a clear mathematical representation of temperature
effects on core-level absorption. Note that while the formula
is derived from many-body theory, it is still valid for corelevel absorption in metals when core-hole mediated electron
scattering at the Fermi surface is negligible.
To derive an expression relating spectral changes and electron temperature rise T , we consider an ansatz relating the
absorption line shape I (ω, T0 + T ) with electron temperature change T to the absorption spectrum of the sample at
temperature T0 before excitation:

(3)
I (ω, T0 + T ) = dω I (ω − ω , T0 ) f (ω , T ),
where the absorption line shape at electron temperature T0
is convoluted by a function f (ω, T ). The choice of convolution in the expression is motivated from experimental
observation [Fig. 3 and Eq. (1)] and theoretical results [76].
The combination of Eqs. (2) and (3) indicate that f (ω, T )
can be found by approximating the component of freeinduction decay I  (t ) in Eq. (2) by
π (T0 + T )
π T0
≈
× eg(t,T ) ,
(4)
sinh(π (T0 + T )t )
sinh(π T0t )
 ∞ iωt (1−ζ )g(t,T )
1
with f (ω, T ) = 2π
dt. Using a second−∞ e e
order expansion of T on both sides of Eq. (4), it is shown
that the first-order term in the expansion of g(t, T ) with
respect to time t is zero and the coefficient of the second order
term is proportional to (T )2 when T0 is small compared to
T (Appendix D). In other words, the term e(1−ζ )g(t,T ) can
be approximated by the expression


(σ t )2
(1−ζ )g(t,T )
,
∝ exp −
e
2
with σ = aT , where a is a proportionality constant. This
suggests that the core-level absorption spectrum after laser
heating I (ω, T0 + T ) can be described by the convolution of
the spectrum before heating I (ω, T0 ) with a Gaussian function
ω2
f (ω, σ ) = σ √12π exp (− 2σ
2 ) and the broadening factor σ is
directly proportional to the temperature rise T .
Comparing Eq. (4) with Eq. (1), it is observed that the
reference spectrum at temperature T0 in Eq. (4) is represented by the static spectrum in Eq. (1). The two expressions

merely differ by the spectral shift ωs , which is not present
in the derivation above because the overall energy shift of
the core-excited state is not included in either the many-body
theory of core-level absorption [76,79] or our proposed ansatz
[Eq. (3)]. The mathematical derivation thus justifies the fitting
of TA profiles with a Gaussian broadened static spectrum and
suggests that this approach can be extended to other metallic
systems. In addition, the robustness of the method [Eq. (1)] is
ensured by limiting the fitting parameters to only the shift and
broadening. This is because the major factors that contribute
to spectral distortions and broadenings are implicitly included
in the formalism. The reference spectrum I (ω, T0 ) in Eq. (3)
and the static absorption spectrum in Eq. (1) automatically
incorporate the spectral contribution from the intrinsic core
hole lifetime as well as sample geometry and crystallinity,
which remain unchanged throughout the measurement. The
effects of interaction between the core hole and laser-heated
CB electrons are included in Eq. (2), the starting point of
the derivation of f (ω, T ). Note, however, the mathematical
derivation only considers the spectral changes due to variation
in electron temperature; other contributions from processes
that would follow photoexcitation, such as phonon dynamics,
are not included. In addition, the derivation of f (ω, T ) involves truncation of a series expansion and is not analytically
exact. Therefore the application of this method [Eq. (1)] and
the extraction of electron temperature from the broadening
always require verification that the relation between the electron temperature and the broadening is linear and dynamics
in the electronic domain are the dominant contributor to the
TA line shape. The relationship between projected electron
temperature and the fitted spectral broadening in power dependence measurements, and the correspondence between the
fitted spectral shift and broadening, can both serve as checkpoints to examine the adequacy of this analysis approach.
C. Electron cooling dynamics

Equipped with the formalism to understand the spectral
change in core-level excitations in nickel with hot thermalized
electrons at a short 40 fs pump-probe delay [Eq. (1)], we consider here the electron cooling dynamics at >40 fs timescales
[Fig. 2(b)]. To analyze the measured dynamics, we first apply
Eq. (1) to fit the TA spectrum at each time delay. The fitted
spectra are shown in Fig. 4(a), displaying good agreement
with the experimental results [Fig. 2(b)]. Note that phonon
heating is expected to occur from electron-phonon scattering
processes during the cooling of the electron bath [63] and the
adequacy of relating electron temperature with spectral broadening requires verification. It has been shown that the rise of
nonthermal phonon occupation persists over timescales above
2 ps [66] and the electronic reservoir cools down below 1 ps
[63]. If phonon dynamics contribute significantly to the XUV
TA spectra, it is expected that at >1 ps timescales the contribution from phonons would dominate and the magnitude
of the XUV TA signal would rise with increasing time delay.
Contrary to expectations, however, the experimental TA signal
diminishes to zero with increasing time delay and its magnitude at 1.9 ps delay is barely above noise level [Fig. 2(b)].
This suggests that the contribution from heated phonons to
the observed core-level TA signal is negligible compared to
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related to the electron temperature change by a power law
(ωs ∝ T α ), it is expected that the decay dynamics of spectral
shift follow the relation ωs (t ) ∝ T (t )α ∝ e−αt/τσ , with α =
τσ /τs . Here, the obtained τσ /τs is approximately 1.7, agreeing with α = 1.5 ± 0.2 obtained from the power dependence
measurements [Fig. 3(d), inset]. It is thus observed that the
relation between the spectral shift and broadening is maintained between 40 fs and 1.9 ps time delay. At 40 fs delay,
the effect of electron-phonon interaction is negligible because
the timescale is well below the electron-phonon scattering
time [63], whereas at picosecond timescales, nonequilibrium
phonon dynamics are paramount [63,66,83]. The consistency
of the behavior between the spectral shift and broadening from
40 fs to picosecond time delays further corroborate that the
fitted spectral broadening and shift are related to physical
properties in the electronic domain because the relation between the two persists regardless of the generation of phonons
out of thermal equilibrium.

80

D. Electron thermalization dynamics
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FIG. 4. (a) Results of fitting the TA spectra in Fig. 2(b) with
Eq. (1) and the fitting parameters ωs and T at different time delays
are shown as dots in (b). The fitting of the changes of ωs and T
as a function of time delay with single exponential decay convoluted
with a Gaussian instrument response function are shown as the blue
and red line, respectively.

the dynamics in the electronic domain.2 As such, the obtained
spectral broadening σ can still be connected with T in the
analysis of XUV TA spectra at hundreds of femtoseconds to
picoseconds.
Figure 4(b) shows the fitted spectral shift (blue dots) and
electron temperature (T = σ /a, red dots) derived from the
fitted spectral broadening at different time delays. Both the
spectral shift and electron temperature as a function of time
delay can be fitted by a single exponential decay convoluted
with the instrument response function [Fig. 4(b), lines] and the
time constants for electron temperature decay τσ = 640 ± 80
fs and spectral shift τs = 380 ± 30 fs are obtained, respectively. Note that the shift ωs and broadening σ are the only
variables in the fitting procedure [Eq. (1)], and no additional
parameters are introduced. The 640 ± 80 fs cooling time is
consistent with the reported values from optical pump-probe
measurements [59,60,62]. The discrepancy between τσ and
τs also agrees with the observed relationship between the
electron temperature and the spectral shift in the power dependence measurements [Fig. 3(d)]. As the spectral shift is

2
Note that the results only indicate that the TA signal is not sensitive
to the particular phonon heating dynamics in the experiment. It does
not imply that core-level absorption spectroscopy is insensitive to
phonon dynamics overall and depending on the system measured, lattice dynamics can contribute to core-level TA signals (e.g., Ref. [85]).

In this section, we focus on the few-femtosecond dynamics
of carrier photoexcitation and thermalization. The XUV TA
spectra between −20 fs and 35 fs pump-probe delay with
optical pump fluence at 33 mJ/cm2 are plotted in Fig. 2(c),
which exhibits two positive features at 65.75 eV and 67.4 eV
that increase in magnitude within −10 fs to +15 fs time delay
and reach a plateau at >15 fs. The lack of changes in the
TA signal between 15 fs and 35 fs suggests that the electrons
thermalize within 15 fs.3 The absence of energetically shifting
spectral features within −10 fs to +15 fs time delay, which
could be used to directly signify the scattering and decay of
the initial nonequilibrium photoexcited electrons to form a
hot thermalized distribution, initially implies that the electrons
thermalize within the pulse duration of the pump. However,
analysis of the lineouts of TA features at 65.75 eV and 67.4 eV
[Fig. 5(c) (dots)] shows that the duration of the growth of
the TA features is significantly longer than the optical pump
pulse. By fitting the lineouts with a modified Gaussian error
function [Eq. (E1)], TA signal rise times τrise = 15.1 ± 0.4 fs
and 14 ± 2 fs for energies 65.75 eV and 67.4 eV are obtained,
respectively [Fig. 5(c) (dashed lines)]. The cross-correlation
time between the optical and XUV pulses, whose upper limit
is set by the cross-correlation between the pump pulse and
the
√ driving field for high-harmonic generation, is less than
4.32 + 3.62 ≈ 5.6 fs. The 15 fs rise time of the features at
65.75 eV and 67.4 eV [Fig. 5(c)], which is much longer than
the <5.6 fs cross-correlation time between the pump and the
probe, suggests that the electron thermalization time is longer
than the pump pulse duration and the lengthened rise time
is connected to nonthermal electron relaxation. We present
experimental evidence to support this hypothesis, and a
conjecture on the cause of the absence of spectral signatures of
nonequilibrium electron distribution is discussed in Sec. III B.

3

Note that, however, because the core-level absorption spectrum at
the Ni M2,3 edge cannot be directly mapped on to the CB DOS, it is
impossible to directly quantify the deviation of the carrier distribution from a hot Fermi-Dirac function with the core-level TA spectra.
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TABLE I. Experimentally obtained TA signal rise time τrise and
extracted electron thermalization time τth vs electron temperature
Te from fluence dependence measurements. The asymmetry in the
uncertainty of τrise for entries with Te = 2129 K and 2552 K is
due to the drift of time delay within the experiment which cannot be
compensated, leading to a stretch in the rise time. Further explanation
on the time delay drift is described in Appendix A.
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FIG. 5. (a) Fitting results of Fig. 2(c) with Eq. (1). The fitted edge
shift (ωs ) and broadening (σ ) as a function of time delay are plotted
in (b) as dots and the fitting of ωs (t ) and σ (t ) with Eq. (E1) are
depicted as blue and red lines, respectively. (c) shows the lineouts
of A, shown in circled dots, at 65.75 eV and 67.4 eV [Fig. 2(c),
white dashed lines] and their fitting results (dashed black lines) with
Eq. (E1).

To verify whether the electrons directly thermalize during
photoexcitation, the XUV TA spectra [Fig. 2(c)] are fitted
with Eq. (1), and the quality of the fitting and the relation
between the fitted broadening σ (t ) and energy shift ωs (t ) are
examined. Figure 5(a) shows the fitting results, and the fitted
broadening and energy shift as a function of time delay are
plotted in Fig. 5(b). The good agreement between the fitting
results [Fig. 5(a)] and experimental data [Fig. 2(c)] initially
suggests that the electrons thermalize within the duration of
the optical pulse. However, if the electrons already thermalize
within the timescale of photoexcitation, the resulting spectral
broadening σ and shift ωs should follow the relation ωs (t ) ∝
σ (t )1.5 as shown in Sec. II C. In Fig. 5(b), the changes in

the broadening and the shift as a function of time delay are
fitted to a modified Gaussian error function [Eq. (E1)] and the
obtained error function rise times for the broadening and the
shift are τ̃σ = 11.0 ± 0.4 fs and τ̃s = 15.0 ± 0.3 fs, respectively. Given ωs ∝ σ 1.5 for a thermalized electron distribution,
the increase of magnitude in the spectral shift ωs (t ) should be
steeper than the broadening σ (t ) (τ̃σ > τ̃s ), which is opposite
to the fitting results. This indicates that the electron thermalization time in nickel is either comparable or longer than the
optical pulse (4.3 fs), and during the increase of magnitudes in
the broadening and spectral red shift, the broadening σ cannot
be directly related to an electron temperature.
In addition to the inconsistent behavior of the spectral shift
and broadening compared to the results obtained at  40 fs
time delay, we consider the fluence dependence of the TA
signal rise time [Fig. 5(c)]. Fermi liquid theory indicates that
the electron collision rate is proportional to the square of electron temperature [84]. Using Boltzmann collision integrals,
Mueller and Rethfeld predict that the electron thermalization
time in nickel decreases by an order of magnitude as the “final” electron temperature, viz. the electron temperature after
thermalization, increases from 2000 K to 8000 K [67]. The
fluence dependence of electron thermalization has been experimentally observed by Obergfell and Demsar in copper by
optical pump-probe measurements [36]. Here we examine the
connection between electron thermalization time and the rise
time of the core-level TA signal [Fig. 5(c)] by a set of power
dependence measurements at three different pump fluences. In
Table I, we list the final electron temperatures Te and the rise
times τrise of TA signal at 65.75 eV and a clear decrease in
the rise time with respect to increasing electron temperature is
observed. As the final electron temperature rises from approximately 2100 K to 3100 K, the measured rise time decreases
from 35 fs to 15 fs. The observed behavior of the rise time as a
function of final electron temperature is consistent with theoretical predictions of the electron thermalization time and we
estimate this time τth by deconvolving the growth
dynamics

2
− 5.62 ).
with the pump-probe cross-correlation (τth ≈ τrise
The electron thermalization times obtained by deconvolution
are listed in Table I, showing that the electron thermalization
time decreases from 34 fs to 13 fs as the electron temperature
rises from 2100 K to 3100 K. The obtained thermalization
times are on the same order of the theoretically predicted
thermalization time in nickel [67].
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Origin of spectral shift

The spectral shift in the core-level absorption spectra can
be interpreted as an overall change in the energy of the coreexcited state in laser-heated nickel. This can be caused by
electron-phonon interactions [40], and in particular, lattice
displacement and heating due to optical excitations [52,85].
However, as the experimental results suggest that the direct
influence of phonon excitations on the TA profile is negligible, we restrict the discussion within the electronic domain.
Electronically, the spectral red shift of core-level absorption
after optical pump illumination can originate from the lowering of the chemical potential in the CB or stabilization of
core-excited state due to many-body interactions [50]. The
lowering of the chemical potential as a possible cause can be
eliminated as Lin et al. and Colombier and coworkers showed
that the chemical potential of the CB of nickel increases rather
than decreases with rising electron temperature [86–88], in
contrast to the experimental observations here. Due to the
complexity in simulating the effect of many-body interactions
in the core-excited state of nickel with hot, thermalized CB
electrons, here we provide a subjective explanation for the
nonlinear relationship between ωs and T based on related
work by analogy and invite future theoretical work to verify
the validity of the conjecture.
In attosecond TA studies of titanium, Volkov et al. showed
that the optical excitation of electrons increases the occupation of the localized Ti 3d orbitals, which further causes a
spectral blue shift due to the increase of electronic repulsion
in the core-excited state [50]. In nickel, the increase of electron temperature causes the transfer of Ni 3d electrons to
the higher-lying 4s and 4p bands [88], which would reduce
electronic repulsion in the localized 3d orbitals in contrast
to the repulsion increase observed when heating an early
transition metal such as Ti. The cause of the opposing behavior between Ni and Ti is theorized from the inversion in
the orbital character with respect to band energies. In titanium, the occupied 4s bands are below the largely unoccupied
3d bands [50], whereas in nickel, the occupied bands are
composed primarily of 3d orbitals and the unoccupied bands
comprise an increased 4s and 4p character [89]. A reduction
in electronic repulsion stabilizing the core-excited state of
laser-heated nickel thus presents a plausible explanation to
the spectral red shift observed in the XUV TA spectra. As the
electron repulsion and reduction of population in the nickel 3d
bands are not linearly proportional to electron temperature,
the nonlinearity in the relation between ωs and T is also
potentially clarified.

1
Occupation

Despite the success of fitting the TA profile with spectral
shift and broadening [Eq. (1)], the physical origin of the
spectral shift has yet to be clarified. In addition, while the
electron thermalization time is extracted from the rise of TA
signal [Fig. 5(c)], the absence of spectral signatures of the
nonequilibrium electron distribution during photoexcitation
has not been explained. Here we discuss the potential origin
of the spectral shift and the absence of spectral features of
nonthermalized electrons.
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FIG. 6. Simulated electronic occupation as a function of energy
during photoexcitation. The results of fitting each time slice to a
Fermi-Dirac function are shown in black dashed lines.
B. Nonequilibrium electron relaxation

While the fluence dependent rise time of the TA signal
[Fig. 5(c) and Table I] indicate that the electron thermalization
time is longer than the pump pulse duration, no energetically
shifting spectral features are observed within the electron thermalization timescale in the TA spectra [Fig. 2(c)] to represent
the thermalization of nonequilibrium carrier distribution. To
understand this phenomenon, we simulated the dynamics of
photoexcitation in nickel through a density matrix formalism
based on the band structure of nickel calculated by density
functional theory (DFT) (Appendix F). Snapshots of electronic occupation near the Fermi level (EF ) at different time
delays with respect to the optical pulse are shown in Fig. 6.
In the simulated electron distributions, occupation around
1.5 eV below the Fermi level decreases following photoexcitation. However, the photoexcited electron distribution at and
above the Fermi energy still closely resembles a Fermi-Dirac
function (Fig. 6, black dashed lines). This implies that because the initial photoexcited electronic occupation does not
significantly deviate from a hot thermalized distribution, possible spectral signatures of a nonequilibrium CB electron
distribution will not be easily distinguished. Note that in
the density matrix formalism, the effects of scattering between the photoexcited electrons are not included. Therefore
it is expected that the true photoexcited carrier distribution
will feature an even smaller deviation from the thermalized
electron distribution than the simulated results (Fig. 6). This
provides a potential explanation to the absence of spectral
features of nonthermalized carriers.
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, it is observed that the transient absorption
spectra of optically excited nickel at the nickel M2,3 edge can
be simulated with a spectral red shift and Gaussian broadening of the static spectrum. For a hot thermalized electron
distribution, the Gaussian broadening is experimentally revealed and theoretically derived to be linearly related to the
change of electron temperature and can be used to track the
electron temperature. The increase of spectral red shift with
rising electron temperature can be plausibly explained by
the reduction of electron repulsion due to the repartitioning
of localized 3d electrons to 4s and 4p bands through laser
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heating. For thermalized electrons, the red shift displays a
power-law relationship with the electron temperature change
by a power α ≈ 1.5. While probing the sub-40-fs dynamics
of optically excited nickel, the relation between the spectral
shift and electron temperature, and thus the broadening for
thermalized carriers, is utilized to determine that the electrons do not thermalize instantaneously during the optical
excitation, even though the core-level absorption line shape
at sub-15-fs timescale closely resembles the spectra with
thermalized electrons. In the core-level transient absorption
spectroscopy of nickel at Ni M2,3 edge, the electron thermalization process is represented by a lengthened growth
of spectral features for a thermalized electron distribution,
indicating that electron scattering and thermalization accompany and follow the photoexcitation and finally create a hot
thermalized carrier distribution. A fluence-dependent electron
thermalization timescale ranging between 34 fs and 13 fs is
extracted by deconvolving the rise of the transient absorption
signal from the instrument response.
The results in this work indicate that core-level absorption
spectroscopy can be utilized to extract the electron temperature of metallic samples and to assess both the timescale
of electron thermalization and the validity of a multitemperature model. As such, this work unifies the observation
of >30 fs dynamics of thermalized electrons and the fewfemtosecond dynamics of nonequilibrium electron relaxation.
The former can be readily probed with time-resolved photoemission methods but has been difficult to extract and interpret
from core-level absorption spectroscopy, while the latter can
be interrogated with few-femtosecond core-level spectroscopy
but is inaccessible through photoemission techniques. The
methodology developed within this study facilitates the understanding of core-level absorption spectra of laser-heated
metals with a simple and intuitive picture, and the approach
can be readily extended to treat other metallic systems or to
investigate photoinduced phase transitions in metallic films
and multilayers.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The table-top XUV TA setup consists of a Ti:sapphire laser
with 1.8 mJ output pulse energy, 30 fs pulse duration operating
at 1 kHz repetition rate. The laser pulses centered at 790 nm
wavelength are then focused into a 1 m long, Ne filled hollowcore fiber for supercontinuum generation, resulting in pulses
with a spectrum spanning between 500 nm and 1000 nm. A
mechanical chopper is installed at the exit of the hollow-core
fiber to chop the beam repetition rate down to 100 Hz so
as to prevent sample damage from optical heating due to
the poor heat conductivity in nanometer thick thin films. In
addition, the sample is raster scanned during the measurement to prevent laser damage due to long time exposure and
systematic error due to sample inhomogeneity. Static absorption measurements are taken before and after each transient
absorption experiment to assess whether sample damage occurs during the experiment. The spectrally broadened pulses
are subsequently compressed by a set of broadband doubleangle chriped mirrors and split by a 1:9 broadband beam
splitter into the pump and probe arm, respectively. The
third-order dispersion of the laser pulses is compensated by
transmitting the beam through a 2 mm thick ammonium dihydrogen phosphate crystal [90]. The fine tuning of dispersion in
the pump and probe arm is achieved by a pair of glass wedges
installed in each arm, and the pulse duration of the pump and
probe pulses measured by dispersion scan [91] are 4.3 ± 0.2
fs and 3.6 ± 0.1 fs long, respectively. The duration of the
pump pulse is slightly longer than the probe because of the
limited bandwidth of the broadband beamsplitter. The typical
spectrum and temporal profile of the pump pulse are shown
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. The intensity of the pump
beam is controlled by an iris and the beam is time-delayed,
focused, and recombined collinearly into the probe arm with
an annular mirror [Fig. 1(a)]. For each individual experiment,
the beam profile of the pump is measured by a CMOS camera
directly at the sample position for the determination of the
intensity and fluence of the pump pulse. The beam in the
probe arm is focused into an Ar gas jet to generate broadband
XUV pulses spectrally spanning 40–73 eV [Fig. 1(b)]. After
filtering the driving near-IR field with a 100 nm thick Al
filter, the XUV beam is refocused by a gold coated toroidal
mirror onto the measurement target. After passing through the
measurement target, the XUV beam transmits through another
100 nm thick Al filter that blocks the pump light and the
transmitted XUV is then dispersed by a flat-field grating onto
an XUV CCD camera with 16-bit bit depth that provides a
dynamic range of approximately 5 orders of magnitude. With
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FIG. 7. (a) The typical spectrum and (b) temporal profile of the pump pulses measured by dispersion scan [91]. (c) displays the typical
transient absorption spectra of helium 2snp autoionization states taken subsequently after each scan through all time delay points on the nickel
sample for time delay calibration.

the approximately 1 OD (optical density) edge jump at the
nickel edge, the noise floor of the transient measurement is
approximately 5 mOD, which is mainly contributed by the
fluctuations of the XUV light source. The spectral resolution
of the apparatus at the photon energies of the experiment is approximately 60 meV. The measurement delay step sizes used
in the results shown in Fig. 1(c) are 1.3 fs (0.2 μm) between
−66.7 fs (−10 μm) to +133.3 fs (+20 μm) delay, 3.3 fs
(0.5 μm) between +133.3 fs (+20 μm) and +560 fs (+84
μm) delay, and 20 fs (3 μm) between +560 fs (+84 μm) and
+1.98 ps (+297 μm) delay. The measurement delay step size
used in the results shown in Fig. 1(d) is 0.33 fs (0.05 μm)
between −50 fs (−7.5 μm) and +50 fs (+7.5 μm) delay.
Here the positions of the optical delay stage in micron are
listed in parentheses. As the retroreflector folds the optical
beam once [Fig. 1(a)], 1 μm change of the optical delay stage
translates to approximately 6.6 fs delay.
To avoid the slow drift of time delays during the experiment, we ran one transient absorption measurement on the
2snp autoionizing states of helium after each scan through all
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time delay points on the nickel sample [92]. A typical transient
absorption trace on the He 2snp autoionizing states is shown
in Fig. 7(c). The transient absorption signal of the He 2s2p
state near time zero was then fitted to an error function to
determine the exact zero time overlap between the XUV and
optical pulses. With the calibrated time zero of each scan, the
changes of absorbance for each scan were then interpolated
onto a grid line and averaged together [40]. A sample time
zero drift trace over the course of an XUV TA measurement on
nickel is shown in Fig. 8. Note that as the fluence dependence
on the TA signal for the He autoionization lines is highly nonlinear [92], reliable TA measurements for time zero correction
at fluences lower than 30 mJ/cm2 have not been obtained.
This leads to smearing and stretching of dynamics with respect to time delay for low fluence measurements. To estimate
the amount of time-axis smearing in the observed dynamics
(e.g., the rise of TA signal shown in Sec. II D) by the time zero
drift, XUV TA measurements of He autoionization lines were
conducted over the same amount of time as the acquisition
time for the XUV TA experiments on nickel and we focus
on the overall time delay drift over the entire measurement
time. Specifically for the measurements displayed in Table I,
an overall time zero drift of 5 fs is obtained. This leads to an
increase of negative uncertainty in the first two entries of τrise
in Table I.

3
2

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE PREPARATION

1

The nickel thin films used in this experiment were prepared by dual ion-beam deposition of 50 nm thick nickel onto
30 nm thick silicon nitride membranes with a free-standing
window size of 3 mm × 3 mm [93], utilizing (neutralized)
600 eV krypton ions at a background pressure of 10−7 Pa.
The layer thickness was controlled via the deposition time
where typical sputter rates are below 0.1 nm per second and
were calibrated using surface profilometry as well as in situ
spectral ellipsometry. The sputter time calculations are based
on a numerical model [93], to compensate both interdiffusion
losses and systematic deposition variations due to, for example, shutter response times. The substrate holder was rotated
during deposition with a spinning frequency of 40 rpm and an
R/θ shaper was used for shaping the particle flux laterally for
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FIG. 8. A sample time zero drift trace taken in an XUV TA
experiment on nickel. The time zero is extracted from XUV TA
measurements on He autoionization lines. The red arrows indicate
the scans to be discarded from data analysis due to >3 fs drifts over
a single scan.
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a high lateral homogeneity film thickness growth. A film of
4 nm thick boron carbide was then deposited above the nickel
thin film to prevent oxidation through exposure to ambient air.

S(t, T + T ) can be expressed as [97,98]


s12
.
S(t, T + T ) ≈ S(t, T ) exp s1 + s2 −
2

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATING ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
RISE DUE TO OPTICAL ABSORPTION

Here we concentrate on the behavior of S(t, T ) when t is near
zero because the denominator sinh(zt ) in the integrand I  (t )
grows exponentially with t. This “short time” approximation
can be further justified by comparing the temperature induced
broadening and the natural linewidth of the core hole. While
the temperature induced broadening is typically on the scale
of tens to hundreds of meV [cf. Fig. 3(c)], the core hole lifetime broadening is typically larger by one order of magnitude
[68,99]. This indicates that the “true” free induction decay of
the core-level transitions is far faster than the decay of I  (t ).
Under such condition, we can approximate the term coth(zT )
using the asymptotic relation coth x ≈ 1/x + x/3 − x 3 /45 +
. . . [100]. To first order with coth(zT ) ≈ 1/(zT ), we obtain


1
s1 =
− z coth(zT ) T ≈ 0
T


z coth(zT ) z2
−
(T )2
s2 = z2 coth2 (zT ) −
T
2

The electron temperature rise after optical excitation of
nickel at 40 fs time delay is calculated from the spectrum of
the optical pulse [Fig. 1(d)], the wavelength-dependent thin
film absorbance, and the electronic heat capacity of nickel.
As the electron-phonon scattering time in nickel is a few
hundred femtoseconds [63], the electronic cooling due to
phonons is neglected in the following calculation. The energy
absorbed by the nickel film at a specific wavelength λ can
N (λ) fabs (λ). Here, Nph (λ) is
be described as Eabs (λ) = hc
λ ph
the number of incident photons as a function of wavelength,
which can be directly derived from the pump pulse spectrum.
fabs (λ) is the fraction of light absorbed in the nickel film
and is calculated using the transfer matrix method [94]. The
value of wavelength-dependent complex refractive indices of
nickel and silicon nitride are taken from Refs. [95] and [96],
respectively. Denoting the electron heat capacity by Ce (T ), the
estimated maximum electron temperature Test is related to the
total energy absorbed by the nickel film E as
 Test
E=
Ce (T  )dT  ,
T0 =300K

where the temperature-dependent electron heat capacity of
nickel is taken from Ref. [87]. The electron temperature rise
Test is Test − T0 .

The expression of the core-level absorption line shape
I  (ω) in Eq. (2) is the Fourier transform of its free-induction
decay
1−ζ

πT

I (t ) =
= (−iπ S(t, T ))1−ζ .
(D1)
i sinh(π T t )
To find eg(t,T ) [cf. Eq. (4)], we first expand S(t, T ) with
respect to temperature:
S(t, T + T ) = S(t, T ) + ∂T S(t, T ) T
+ 21 ∂T2 S(t, T ) (T )2 + . . . .
Letting z = πt, the derivatives of S(t, T ) are expressed
1
(1 − zT coth(zT ))
sinh(zT )

 

T
z coth(zT )
2
2
2
2
2 z coth (zT )−
−z .
∂T S(t, T ) =
sinh(zT )
T
∂T S(t, T ) =

Expressing the mth Taylor expansion term of S(t, T + T )
as ∂Tm S(t, T )(T )m /m! = sm S(t, T ), we can rewrite S(t, T +
T ) as
∞

S(t, T + T ) = S(t, T ) exp ln 1 +

sm

z2
(T )2 .
2
Inserting the expansion terms back into Eq. (D2), a preliminary expression for S(t, T + T ) is derived:


(π T t )2
,
S(t, T + T ) ≈ S(t, T ) exp −
2
≈−

and therefore

APPENDIX D: EXPANSION OF I  (t )

,

m=1

and by comparing the terms between the Taylor expansion
of S(t, T + T ) and {sm }, the second-order expansion of

(D2)

g(t,T )

e



(π T t )2
.
= exp −
2

To estimate the error of the approximated expression, we
include the second and the third term of the asymptotic expansion (coth(zT ) ≈ 1/(zT ) + zT /3 − (zT )3 /45) and obtain

 2


z T
z4 T 3
1
− z coth(zT ) T ≈ −
+
T,
s1 =
T
3
45


z coth(zT ) z2
s2 = z2 coth2 (zT ) −
−
(T )2
T
2

 2
z2
4z4 T 2
z
(T )2 .
≈ − + +
2
3
45
The expression S(t, T + T ) becomes



2
2 T + 2T T
S(t, T + T ) ≈ S(t, T ) exp −z
6

  3
T T
T 2 (T )2
+
.
× exp z4
45
30
Note that in the equations above, we only include the terms
up to z4 because in the region where z = πt is near zero, the
higher-order terms can be neglected. The same reasoning also
applies to leaving out the higher-order terms in the asymptotic expansion of coth(zT ) as higher-order terms will lead
to expressions of z6 and above in S(t, T + T ). To explore
the adequacy of the “short time” approximation, we compare
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the magnitude of the z2 term to the z4 term. Given the typical
core hole lifetime broadening of ∼1 eV [99], room temperature T ≈ 0.03 eV, and an overestimated T = 10000 K
≈ 0.9 eV, the magnitude of the second-order term is


π h̄ 2 0.92 + 2 × 0.9 × 0.03
(eV)2 ≈ 1.42,
1 eV
6h̄2
and the magnitude of the z4 term is

 

π h̄ 4 0.9 × 0.033
eV
0.032 × 0.92
+
1 eV
45
30
h̄

4

Here we observe that the expression remains a Gaussian
function with respect to t and there is no first-order term
with respect to t in the exponent. The Fourier transformed
broadening
factor in the spectral domain is proportional
√
to T 2 + 2T T . However, as the electron temperature
change T is at least 6 times larger than the temperature
for the reference spectrum T = T0 = 300 K in the measurements [Fig. 3(c)], the term 2T T is small compared to T 2 .
This explains the linear relationship between the obtained
spectral broadening and electron temperature. As a corollary
on the comparison of terms with different orders of z, note
that the terms in the expansion of {sm } always have the form
zn T k (T )l , with n, k, l  0 and k + l = n. This indicates that
the “short time” approximation, or the truncation at the second
order holds as long as the electron temperature change (kB T )
and electron temperature (kB T ) are smaller than the core hole
broadening.
Finally, we connect Eq. (D3) with Eq. (4) and observe


π (T0 + T )
T 2
2
≈ S(t, T0 ) × exp −
(πt )
sinh(π (T0 + T )t )
6
π T0
× eg(t,T ) ,
≈
sinh(π T0t )
2

t)
. In the equation above, the term
indicating g(t, T ) ≈ (πT
6
2
2T T from Eq. (D3) is ignored as (T
2T T . The
 ∞ ) iωt (1−ζ
1
)g(t,T )
broadening function f (ω, T ) = 2π −∞ e e
dt
is thus
ω2
1
√ e− 2σ 2 ,
σ 2π

with


σ = π T

1−ζ
.
3

Rewriting the equation in SI units, the broadening function
reads
f ( h̄ω, T ) ≈


σ = π kB T

1−ζ
= aT.
3

√
Here a = π kB (1 − ζ )/3 and ζ < 1 is a constant phase
factor related to the electron scattering from the core hole
potential [Eq. (2)].
APPENDIX E: FITTING WITH MODIFIED
GAUSSIAN ERROR FUNCTION

≈ 0.002.

The magnitude of the fourth-order term is three orders of
magnitude smaller than the second-order term, indicating that
the z4 term can also be neglected, yielding


(T 2 + 2T T )(πt )2
S(t, T + T ) ≈ S(t, T ) exp −
.
6
(D3)

f (ω, T ) ≈

and

To fit the sub-20-fs dynamics of σ (t ), ωs (t ), and the TA
lineouts at 65.75 and 67.4 eV, a modified Gaussian error
function


 t
√
2 ln 2(t  −t0 ) 2
2
c1
)
1+ √
F (t, τ ) =
e−( τ̃
dt  + c0 (E1)
2
π t0
is utilized, where t0 marks the timing of the dynamics relative to zero time delay and τ̃ the duration of the growth; c0
and c1 are fitting coefficients√for offset and amplitude of the
TA signal. The coefficient 2 ln 2 enables direct comparison
between τ̃ and the cross-correlation time between the pump
and probe pulses. If the electronic response is instantaneous
with respect to the excitation pulse, τ̃ will be equal to the
cross-correlation time.
APPENDIX F: SIMULATION OF PHOTOEXCITATION
DYNAMICS

The dynamics of photoexcitation are simulated by the
density matrix formalism based on the nickel band structure calculated by DFT, where the density matrix ρxx (t ) =
cx† (t )cx (t ) . c is the annihilation operator and x = {k, m, s}
denotes the combination of momentum k, band index m,
and spin index s. The Hamiltonian for the Liouville equation
ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ]/h̄ is
H=

Ex cx† cx +
x

Vx,x (t )cx† cx ,
x,x

where E denotes the band energy and
Vx,x (t ) = −dx,x · E(t ).
In the equation above, d is the dipole operator
√ and the magnitude of the electric field E(t ) is E0 exp (−(2 ln 2t/τpulse )2 ).
E0 = 2.5 V/nm is derived from the peak intensity of the pulse
and τpulse = 4.3 fs. To obtain band energies Ex and dipole
operator dx,x , DFT calculations were performed using the
QUANTUM ESPRESSO package with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange correlation functional and ultrasoft, scalar
relativistic pseudopotential [101–103]. The simulation was
conducted on a 15 × 15 × 15 k-point meshgrid using the
Monkhorst-Pack scheme [104], and converged with cutoff
energy at 60 Ryd. The occupation number as a function of
energy and time delay O(E, t ) is calculated by summing the
mapping of the diagonal terms of the density matrix onto an
energy grid and subsequently dividing by the density of states:

( h̄ω)2
1
√ e− 2σ 2
σ 2π

wx ρxx (t )M(E, Ex )/

O(E, t ) =
x
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wx M(E, Ex ).
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We use a Gaussian mapping function M(E, Ex ) =
exp(−((E − Ex )/δE )2 ) with width δE = 0.1 eV. wx is

the weighting coefficient within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme
at point k.
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